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Evaluating ERA-interim forced runs: Africa 
   Area mean climatological Annual Cycles  



Daily Precipitation Intensity Distributions 



Representing the impact of ENSO forcing on African climate 
   Seasonal mean precipitation anomalies by ENSO phase 

East Africa: OND Southern Africa: DJF 

  Assessing regional response to external teleconective forcing using 
‘perfect’ ERA-int boundaries a presor to doing se analysis with OAGCMs 



Comparing RCM downscaling of parent GCMs: Africa 



The role of OAGCM (systematic) biases in downscaling 
          West African Monsoon 



Assessing climate change signals in GCMs and downscaled data 



Assessing climate change signals in GCMs and downscaled data 

Reduced spread in RCA4 ensemble shows RCA4 physics coming through strongly.  
This needs to be presented carefully combined with a wider RCM(GCM) ensemble 



Assessing climate change signals in GCMs and downscaled data 
 Changes across the annual cycle e.g. Greater Horn of Africa 



Area-mean, seasonal 
change in precipitation  
versus 2m temp change 
For three 30-year mean 
periods and 3 RCPs 

8 RCA4 projections and 
8 driving GCM changes 



Area-mean, seasonal 
change in precipitation  
versus 2m temp change 
For three 30-year mean 
periods and 3 RCPs 

8 RCA4 projections and 
8 driving GCM changes 



User oriented evaluation: Onset date of West African Monsoon 



User oriented evaluation: Mean intensity of West African monsoon 



CMIP6 

CORDEX now a core project under WGRC this is the main point of 
contact for CORDEX and user/IAV needs. WGRC Developing a  
questionnaire for IAV community to be ready or ICCS3 Dec 2013. 

For dynamical downscaling 6 hourly surface and model level variables 
are required. 

Interesting to get updated LBCs from an ensemble of high resolution 
GCMs for near term CC (e.g. increased synoptic energy in LBCs) 

DEC/core CMIP6 historical and RCP-like future simulations 
Interesting to get LBCs. 

Decadal hindcasts: (Statistical) Downscaling for climate services ?  



User oriented evaluation: Length of West African rainy season 


